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[MORE] Next time please remember to include a try without debugging in the steps to create the bug, like i did. A: This happens because you are using an outdated version of the free version of CodeRush, which it appears you're using. You can find out what the latest version is at Q: How to set a Float object property in the constructor of the parent object of this
object? I have a class which is the parent of this class: public abstract class ReferencePhoto { public virtual float Score { get; set; } public virtual int Category { get; set; } } and a sub-class of it which I want to have the Score and Category of this class, but not its parent: public class ActualPhoto : ReferencePhoto { public new float Score { get; set; } public new int

Category { get; set; } public ActualPhoto(int category, float score) : this() { this.Category = category; this.Score = score; } } The problem is that Score and Category is set to 0 in the constructor of the sub-class. How can I initialize these values in the base class? A: Add a private constructor to the reference photo class, and call that from the constructor of the actual
photo class. public abstract class ReferencePhoto { public virtual float Score { get; set; } public virtual int Category { get; set; } private ReferencePhoto() { // Initialize Score and Category to whatever you want... } } If you are inheriting from the parent in the first place, why do you need the Score and Category properties at all? Shouldn't it be defined in the sub

class? public abstract class ReferencePhoto { public abstract float Score { get; } public abstract int Category { get; } } Q: JQuery animation doesn't work in Firefox
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